there is a subprogram body for each subprogram specification, (3) there is a packalge body for each package specification that requires one, (4) there is a subunit for each declared body stub, and (5) the names of all subunits that have the same ancestor library unit are distinct. It is not possible to specify any of these five requirements in the classical AG formalism because there is no way to express the structure of a multiunit program or constraints across multiple units.
In our extended AG formalism, a program that is composed of multiple units is represented by a segmented derivation tree. A segmented derivation tree is a derivation tree that is decomposed into segments at some of its nodes, where each segment represents a single unit. For example, Figure  la shows a derivation tree that is decomposed into segments at the nodes marked X and Y, resulting in the three segments S1, S2, and S3 shown in Two segments connected at an interface node are called adjoining segments.
The segment SI might represent an Ada package specification, S'z the corresponding package implementation, and S's the body of a subprogram developed as a separate subunit. Figure  3a) , and each production has associated semantic equations that define the values of the attribute instances (shown in Figure  3b ). Attribute Grammars Supporting Programming-in-the-Large . 1583 I include-statcmenq p8: include-statement ::= '#include' "" tile-name' '" one-of (c-tile); 
F]ascal Example
The ;SCFG for a Pascal program is shown in Figure  6 . (Nonterminals shown in italic are defined in the Pascal report [Jensen and Wirth 1974] . 
SEGMENTABLE ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
We define the class of segmentable attribute grammars (SAGS) to consist of the following components:
(1) An underlying SCFG, G+, which describes the structure of the segmented derivation trees of sentences in the language L(G '). . J Mlcallef and G E, Kaiser Figure  10 .) The body-stub-name attribute is similarly defined; in this case, the parent-name attribute is the fully expanded name of the segment in which the body stub appears, and simple-name is the name of the declarative item specified in the body stub. A simple example is given in Figure  11 , where the package body P is developed as a separate subunit of TOP (not shown). P, in turn, contains the procedure Q, whose body is also a separate subunit. Figure  5 ), and so the file name can be used to initialize al. However, the file name does not appear in the segment corresponding totheincluded file (production p2 in Figure  5 ). Figure  13 shows the segment structure of the C fragment from Figure  12 , illustrating the shared segment, its versioned attributes, and the shared-inclusion sites.
We present algorithms to create attribute versions and evaluate the attributes of a shared segment for the following five cases:
(1) Creation of a new shared segment S.
(2) A local change within a shared segment S.
(3) A change in the value of an input attribute of a shared segment S.
(4) Addition of a new shared-inclusion site (i.e., a new segment linkage) for a shared segment S.
(5) Deletion of an existing shared-inclusion site (i.e., removal of a segment linkage) for a shared segment S.
There are two other cases that merit consideration, but they can be handled by the algorithms for the five cases above or by completing semantic equations:
(6) Deletion of a shared segment, which is equivalent to removing all segment linkages between the shared segment and its connected segments (case (5) Perform steps 3, 4, and 5 of the algorithm shown in Figure  14 .
Case 3. Change in an existing uersion of an input attribute. Perform steps 3, 4, and 5 of the algorithm shown in Figure  14 . (a) If any argument of a is n-versionet then (i) N4ake n versions of a, with each version initialized to Null.
(ii) Evaluate each version a' separately, using the correspondingversionedarguments. Figure 20 , which is adapted from Waite and Goos [1984] .
This grammar derives two trees, shown in Figure  21 
